KRISHNA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, ALIGARH
EVALUATION-II(SESSION-2017-18)
CLASS-K.G
ENGLISH WRITTEN: Words of Vowel (I, O), look at the pictures and write their names, concept of
one and many, This/ That, adding ‘ll’ & use of (yes / no).
ORAL-Little tommy tucker, Bits of paper, Once I saw a little bird, I am a boy, Rock-a- bye
baby, Hot cross buns.
READING-Page no.8 & 9 from book.
DICTATION WORDS- Big, Ice, Pig, Tip, Like, Mix, Ship, Tie, Milk, Tiger, Pin, Fine,
Ring, Mop, Cot, Pot, Log, Fox, Rose, Book, Home, Note, Wool,
Rope, Top.
WRITING WORDS– Big, Rose, Pot
NOTE-Do practice to write cursive for writing &dictation words.
Hindi
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MATHS

ORAL-Learn counting 151 to 200& table of 4
THEORY-Counting 151 to 200,Missing numbers 151 to 200,backward counting 50-1,
table of 4 & 5, what comes between, number names 11 to 20, addition,
ascending order, concept of thick/ thin, ordinal numbers.
PROJECT-Paste any two pictures of Thick and Thin items on a drawing sheet on math’s
oral exam.
ORAL- Days of the week.
THEORY– Means of transport, vegetables name, days of the week, festivals name,
animals home, seasons name, wild animals and living things.

G.K

Art &
Craft

ART-Page no.14, 16, 17, 18, & 20 in Rangoli book.
CRAFT- Send some mustared seeds.

Computer

ORAL-Learn question answer:Q1. What makes our work easy?
Ans. Computer makes our work easy.
Q2. Write any one use of a mouse.
Ans. To play games.
Q3. What is the brain of the computer?
Ans. C.P.U.
Q4. Which part of computer helps to type numbers and letters?
Ans. Keyboard.
PRACTICAL – Write spelling on word pad, mat,dog, cut.

Music

RaghupatiRaghav Raja Ram

Dance

UdiUdijaye…… (Raees)

